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Abstract: This paper presents the �rst application to real JET data of the new equilibrium code
NICE which enables the consistent resolution of the inverse equilibrium reconstruction problem
in the framework of non-linear free-boundary equilibrium coupled to the Stokes model equation
for polarimetry. The conducted numerical experiments enable �rst of all to validate NICE by
comparing it to the well-established EFIT code on 4 selected high performance shots. Secondly
the results indicate that the �t to polarimetry measurements clearly bene�ts from the use of
Stokes vector measurements compared to the classical case of Faraday measurements, and that
the reconstructed pro�les are better constrained with smaller error bars and are closer from the
pro�les reconstructed by EFTM, the EFIT JET code using internal MSE constraints.

Key-words: Tokamak equilibrium reconstruction, Stokes model polarimetry, inverse problem,
PDE-constrained optimization, JET



Résumé : Ce travail présente la première utilisation de données réelles du tokamak JET avec
le code NICE pour la reconstruction de l'équilibre d'un plasma à frontière libre et utilisant le
modèle de Stokes pour la polarimétrie.

Mots-clés : Reconstruction d'équilibre, tokamak, polarimètrie, modèle de Stokes, problème
inverse, EDP, optimisation, JET
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1 Introduction

Numerical equilibrium reconstruction is an important and long standing subject in tokamak
fusion plasma science [28, 31, 17, 30, 14, 2]. The resolution of this inverse problem: the recon-
struction of the poloidal �ux function and of the plasma boundary as well as the identi�cation
of two non-linear source term functions known as p′ and ff ′ in the Grad-Shafranov equation
[10, 29, 16], is needed on the one hand for real time control of the plasma during a discharge
and on the other hand for post-treatment analysis of equilibrium con�gurations. The basic set of
measurements needed and used are magnetic probes and �ux loops which provide values of the
poloidal magnetic �eld and �ux at several points surrounding the vacuum vessel and the plasma.
All free boundary reconstruction codes (e.g. [15, 6, 18, 32, 3, 4, 8, 20]) primarily use these mag-
netic measurements which proved to be su�cient to identify correctly the plasma boundary and
the averaged plasma current density pro�le [4]. However the di�culty of the reconstruction of
the current pro�le, when only magnetic measurements are used, has been pointed out in [26] and
is inherent to the ill-posedness of this inverse problem.

In order to be able to separate more precisely the contributions of the two non-linearities p′

and ff ′ it appears necessary to use supplementary measurements. Interferometry and polarime-
try provide integrated quantities along lines of sight or chords crossing the plasma poloidal section
[13, 15, 6, 5, 4]. Even though less informative than motional Stark e�ect (MSE) measurements,
polarimetry has the great advantage of being routineley available during a shot. Equilibrium
reconstruction codes have until now use Faraday rotation angle measurements only. Moreover
the modelization used to represent these Faraday rotation measurements is known to be a too
rough approximation for ITER plasma regimes where the Cotton-Mouton e�ects is expected to
be much stronger than in today's tokamaks as a result of high plasma currents and high electron
density. The relativistic e�ect is also expected to be stronger as a result of the high electron
temperature [19].

In [25, 23, 24] it has been shown using JET measurements that for high plasma currents and
electron density the polarimetry Faraday e�ect cannot be considered alone independently from
the Cotton-Mouton e�ect and that the coupling between them has to be taken into account. So
to do the Stokes model for polarimety [27] has to be used instead of its approximation commonly
used in equilibrium reconstruction codes.

In a recent paper [9] a numerical method enabling the consistent resolution of the inverse equi-
librium reconstruction problem in the framework of non-linear free-boundary equilibrium coupled
to the Stokes model equation, was proposed and validated using synthetic ITER measurements.

In the present work we use for the �rst time this method in order to perform equilibrium
reconstruction at JET using real Stokes vector measurements. This has demanded the devel-
opment of a new equilibrium code called NICE (Newton direct and Inverse Computation for
Equilibrium).

Next Section 2 is devoted to the formulation of the direct model and the inverse equili-
birum reconstruction problem at JET. It ends with a brief description of the numerical methods
implemented in NICE. Section 3 presents numerical results using NICE with real JET data.
Veri�cation and validation are done by comparison with the well-established EFIT, EFTF and
EFTM codes at JET.
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4 Faugeras & Orsitto

2 Inverse problem formulation

2.1 Free-boundary plasma equilibrium

Assuming axial symmetry and introducing a cylindrical coordinate system (er, eφ, ez) we consider
the classical non-linear free-boundary Grad-Shafranov equilibrium model for the poloidal �ux
ψ(r, z) {

−∆∗ψ = [λ(
r

r0
A(ψN) +

r0

r
B(ψN))]1Ωp(ψ) in Ω

ψ = g on ∂Ω,
(1)

Here ∆∗ is de�ned by

∆∗. := ∇ ·
(

1

µ0r
∇.
)
. (2)

∇ is the 2D operator in the (r, z)-plane and µ0 is the magnetic permeability of vacuum.
The �xed bounded computational domain Ω contains (or might be equal to) the limiter

domain ΩL (∂ΩL is the limiter contour) accessible to the plasma. Cauchy conditions (g, h) :=

(ψ,
1

r
∂nψ) are assumed to be given on the domain boundary or measurement contour ∂Ω. This

can be achieved by interpolation and extrapolation of the di�erent magnetic measurements [22, 8]
.

The right hand side of Eq. (1) represents the toroidal component of the current density in the

plasma, jφ = rp′(ψ) +
1

rµ0
ff ′(ψ), expressed using the adimentionalized functions A and B, the

major radius r0 and a scaling factor λ. 1Ωp(ψ) is the indicator function of the unknown plasma
domain. This domain is de�ned by its boundary which is the outermost closed ψ iso-contour
contained within the limiter domain ΩL. The plasma can either be limited if this iso-contour is
tangent to the limiter ∂ΩL or de�ned by the presence of an X-point.

The normalized poloidal �ux ψN(r, z) is

ψN(r, z) =
ψ(r, z)− ψa(ψ)

ψb(ψ)− ψa(ψ)
, (3)

with ψa and ψb being the �ux values at the magnetic axis and at the boundary of the plasma:

ψa(ψ) := ψ(ra(ψ), za(ψ)),

ψb(ψ) := ψ(rb(ψ), zb(ψ)),
(4)

with (ra(ψ), za(ψ)) the magnetic axis, where ψ has its global maximum in ΩL and (rb(ψ), zb(ψ))
the coordinates of the point which determines the plasma boundary. The point (rb, zb) is either
an X-point of ψ or the contact point with the limiter ∂ΩL.

2.2 Stokes model for polarimetry

Polarimetry consists in measurements of the change of state of polarization of an electromagnetic
radiation propagating across the magnetized plasma along several lines of sight distributed on
the poloidal section of the tokamak. One method of describing the state of polarization is to
introduce a Stokes vector s = (s1, s2, s3). The evolution of the polarization when the laser beam
crosses the plasma is then given by the following Stokes equation on each line of sight:

ds

dZ
= Gs, on (Z0, Z1],

s(Z0) = s0.
(5)

Inria
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We refer to [27] for details on this modelization. Here we have introduced a coordinate system
(eX , eY , eZ) attached to a line of sight L. Z is the coordinate tangent to the chord, X represents
the toroidal direction and Y the direction perpendicular to Z in the poloidal plane. In this
coordinate system the components of the magnetic �eld are denoted by (BX , BY , BZ).

The initial polarization is given by s0 at Z0. Z1 corresponds to the location of the output
measurement sensor. The 3×3 matrix G is such that Gs = Ω×s where vector Ω = (Ω1,Ω2,Ω3)
has components

Ω1 = c1Ne(B
2
X −B2

Y ), Ω2 = 2c1NeBXBY , Ω3 = c3NeBZ . (6)

Here the electron density in the plasma, Ne = Ne(ψN), is assumed to be constant on the �ux
surfaces. The components of the magnetic �eld can be written as

BZ = −1

r
∇ψ · eY , BY =

1

r
∇ψ · eZ , BX =

f

r
(7)

where the diamagnetic function f is related to function B from Eq. (1) through the relation
ff ′ = λµ0r0B. In order to keep notations consistant let us also introduce a normalizing constant
λe and a function C such that Ne(ψN) = λeC(ψN). The dependence of G on ψ, on the electron
density function C and on function B is denoted by G(ψ,B, C). Constants c1 and c3 depend on
the wavelength of the beam radiation.

Hence in order to use polarimetry measurements with Stokes modelization for the equilibrium
reconstruction problem one has to supplement equation (1) with, for each line of sight, a system
of linear ordinary di�erential equations (5) for the Stokes vector.

2.3 The inverse identi�cation problem

Magnetics constitute the basic set of experimental measurements used in equilibrium reconstruc-
tion for the identi�cation of functions A and B. As already mentioned earlier, in this study,

magnetics are preprocessed and we consider that Cauchy condition (g, h) = (ψ,
1

r
∂nψ) are given

on ∂Ω. Dirichlet conditions g are used in the direct model (1) and Neumann conditions h are
used in the inverse problem cost function.

In order to be able to use polarimetric measurements the electron density function, C(ψN)
has to be known. It is therefore also going to be identi�ed using interferometric measurements
which give the density line integrals over each of the NL lines of sight Li, i = 1, ...NL:

N i
e,obs ≈

∫
Li

λeC(ψN)dZi.

A polarimetric measurement as it is considered in former equilibrium reconstruction studies
(e.g. [13, 5, 4]) is the variatation of the Faraday rotation angle of the infrared radiation crossing
the section of the plasma along a line of sight Li and is numerically evaluated by

δαiobs ≈
1

2
W i

3. (8)

Here we have introduced the notation

W i
k =

1

2

∫
Li

ΩkdZ
i. (9)

As detailed in [27] Eq. (8) is an approximation to one component of the Stokes vector s(Zi1) only
valid for small Faraday and Cotton-Mouton e�ects. On the contrary in this study we consider
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6 Faugeras & Orsitto

that polarimetric measurements are given by the full Stokes vector at the Zi1 coordinate on each
chord Li

siobs ≈ s(Zi1).

In order to use the same data as the JET codes EFTF and EFTM we also consider as
measurements, pressure values, piobs, provided at given points x

i. These values are to be compared

to the ones computed by the integration of p′ = λ
1

r0
A denoted below by pA(xi).

At this point we have de�ned a direct model given by the equilibrium equation (1) and Stokes
equation (5) on every line of sight, control variables A, B and C, and measurements to which
are attached experimental errors represented by the standard deviations σs in Eq. (12) below.
The identi�cation problem can now be formulated as a constrained minimization problem for
the following cost function ({s} denotes the vector (s1, ..., sNL) of 3-dimensional Stokes vectors
for all lines of sight):

JS(ψ, {s},A,B, C) := JoS(ψ, {s},A, C) +R(A,B) +RC(C), (10)

with
JoS(ψ, {s},A, C) := Jmag(ψ) + Jinterf (ψ, C) + JpolarS({s}) + Jpress(ψ,A) (11)

where the least-square mis�t terms are

Jmag(ψ) :=
1

2σ2
mag

∫
∂Ω

(
1

r
∂nψ − h)2dl,

Jinterf (ψ, C) :=

NL∑
i=1

1

2σ2
Ni

(

∫
Li

λeC(ψN)dZ −N i
e,obs)

2,

JpolarS({s}) :=

NL∑
i=1

1

2σ2
Si

||si(Zi1)− siobs||2,

Jpress(ψ,A) :=

Np∑
i=1

1

2σ2
pi

|pA(xi)− piobs|2

(12)

and the regularization terms are

R(A,B) =
εA
2

∫ 1

0

[A′′(x)]2dx+
εB
2

∫ 1

0

[B′′(x)]2dx

RC(C) =
εC
2

∫ 1

0

[C′′(x)]2dx,

(13)

The equilibrium reconstruction problem using Stokes model for polarimetry is formulated as:

Reconstruction problem 1 (with Stokes model) Find (ψ, {s},A,B, C) minimizing JS(ψ, {s},A,B, C)
from Eq. (10) under the constraint of the model equations (14) and (15) below:{

−∆∗ψ = [λ(
r

r0
A(ψN) +

r0

r
B(ψN))]1Ωp(ψ) in Ω

ψ = g on ∂Ω,
(14)

and for all lines of sight Li, i = 1, ...NL:
dsi

dZi
= G(ψ,B, C)si, on (Zi0, Z

i
1],

si(Zi0) = si0

(15)

Inria
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The unknown functions A, B and C are supposed to belong to a set U of regular functions
de�ned on [0, 1].

The formulation in the case of classical Faraday polarimetry measurements consists in droping
the Stokes model of Eq. (15) and de�ning another cost function

JF (ψ,A,B, C) := JoF (ψ,A, C) +R(A,B) +RC(C), (16)

where
JoF (ψ,A, C) := Jmag(ψ) + Jinterf (ψ, C) + JpolarF (ψ, C) + Jpress(ψ,A) (17)

and the polarimatry term uses the classical formulation

JpolarF (ψ, C) :=

NL∑
i=1

1

2σ2
Fi

(
1

2
W i

3(ψ, C)− δαiobs)2. (18)

The equilibrium reconstruction problem is then formulated as:

Reconstruction problem 2 (with classical polarimetry) Find (ψ,A,B, C) minimizing JF (ψ,A,B, C)
from Eq. (16) under the constraint of the model equation (14).

Clearly the case where magnetics only are used for the reconstruction is obtained using

JM (ψ,A,B) := JoM (ψ) +R(A,B), (19)

where
JoM (ψ) := Jmag(ψ) (20)

and the equilibrium reconstruction problem is then formulated as:

Reconstruction problem 3 (magnetics only) Find (ψ,A,B) minimizing JM (ψ,A,B) from
Eq. (19) under the constraint of the model equation (14).

2.4 Numerical solution method

The numerical methods used in this work are the ones presented in [9]. They have been im-
plemented in a new C++ code called NICE (Newton direct and Inverse Computation for Equi-
librium). Without going into technical details we brie�y describe the di�erent steps of the
algorithm.

Equilibrium equation (14) is discretized using a P1 �nite elements method based on a tri-
angular mesh [7, 1, 11]. Stokes model for polarimetry is discretized using the Crank-Nicolson
scheme for the integration of (15) on each line of sight. Figure 1 displays the discretized domain
and lines of sight for JET. The functions to be identi�ed by the reconstruction, A, B and C are
decomposed in a basis of typically cubic spline functions φi de�ned on [0, 1].

After discretization of the cost function (10) we have to solve a �nite dimensional optimization
problem involving a non quadratic cost function, under the equality constraint of a non-linear
model. This is a achieved thanks to an iterative scheme derived from the sequential quadratric
programming method (SQP) [21, 12]. The derivation of the scheme is not trivial essentially be-
cause of the particular non-linearity of the equilibrium equation due to the free plasma boundary
aspect and because of the coupling between the Stokes and equilibrium equations. At con-
vergence of the iterations the optimal A, B and C functions are found and error bars on theses
reconstructed functions can be computed from the Hessian matrix of the (reduced) cost function.

In the remaining part of this work a computation solving reconstruction problem 1 is denoted
by NICE S, one solving reconstruction problem 2 is denoted by NICE F and �nally one solving
reconstruction problem 3 is denoted by NICE M

RR n° 9153



8 Faugeras & Orsitto

3 Application to JET data

3.1 data

JET far-infrared diagnostic is a hybrid interferometer-polarimeter. It provides the line integrated
electron density over 8 lines of sight (also called channels). The �rst one is not considered as input
for the reconstructions since it is often outside the plasma domain. For polarimetry we consider
only channels 3, 5 and 7 in order to be consistent with the EFIT JET codes. The components
of the Stokes vector are related directly to quantities measured by the polarimetric system. The
quantites of interest for this study which are stored in the JET polarimetry database are: θ the
angle related to the ratio of the components of the electric �eld, α the Faraday rotation angle, φ
the Cotton-Mouton angle and θ0, α0, φ0 their initial prior plasma values, and E the ellipticity
from which one can recompute the ellipticity angle de�ned by E = tan(χ). The initial ellipticity
angle is χ0 = 0. From these data, the measured Stokes vector can be computed as: s1 = cos(2χ) cos(2α) = cos(2θ)

s2 = cos(2χ) sin(2α) = sin(2θ) cos(φ)
s3 = sin(2χ) = sin(2θ) sin(φ)

(21)

The initial Stokes vectors are (0, 1, 0) for channels 1-2, (0,−1, 0) for channels 3-4 and (1, 0, 0) for
channels 5-8.

The shots selected for this study are 92394, 92398, 92436 and 92441. Their plasma parameters
are summarized in Table 1

shot Ip / Bt NeL NBI / ICRH neutrons scenario
92394 2.2 / 2.8 1.3 26.6 / 5.0 2.70e16 hybrid
92398 2.2 / 2.8 1.33 27.0 / 5.31 2.72e16 hybrid
92436 3.0 / 2.8 1.74 27.3 / 5.6 2.90e16 H-mode
92441 3.5 / 3.0 1.26 27.5 / 4.6 1.30e16 H-mode

Table 1: Plasma parameters of the JET pulses. Ip plasma current in [MA], Bt toroidal magnetic
�eld in [T], NeL line integrated electron density measured on channel 3 of the interferometer in
[1e20 m−2], heating power NBI (Neutral beam) and ICRH (ion cyclotron) in [MW], neutron �ux
in [n/s].

The pulses belong to both Hybrid and H-mode scenarios. In particular the pulses 92394,
92398 and 92436 are the record neutron pulses in the 2016 campaigns and likely the basis of the
scenario development for the DT campaign. Pulse 92441 has the highest current and magnetic
�eld.

The polarimetry measured maximum parameters are shown on Table 2

shot FAR3 CMA3 ELL
92394 0.1 0.22 0.11
92398 0.1 0.22 0.11
92436 0.2 0.35 0.15
92441 0.4 0.6 0.22

Table 2: Polarimetry parameters (max). Measurements of Faraday rotation FAR3 [rad], Cotton-
Mouton Phase shiftCMA3 [rad] and ellipticity ELL on channel 3 of the polarimeter

Inria



Equilibrium reconstruction at JET using Stokes model for polarimetry 9

These shots were chosen to test the equilibrium reconstruction made by the NICE code in high
performance pulses, where the low signal approximation of polarimetry constraints is marginal,
and then the rigorous solution of the polarimetry propagation equations is needed.

For each of them equilibrium reconstructions NICE M, NICE F and NICE S were performed
with a time step of 0.1 s and one particular instant in time was selected according to the avail-
ability of results from EFTM in the JET database (EFIT uses magnetics only and is always
available; EFTF uses magnetics, polarimetry and pressure. EFTM uses magnetics, polarimetry,
pressure and MSE; the results from EFTF and EFTM are only available for selected time slices).

The Cauchy conditions on ∂Ω needed as magnetic inputs by NICE are provided by the XLOC
JET code. Pressure constraints are the same as those used by EFTM.

3.2 Time evolution of reconstructed polarimetry quantities

As a �rst overwhole aspect of the di�erent simulations we consider the error between measured
variation of the Faraday angle and the computed one. For NICE F, this computed variation is
given directly by

δαF =
1

2
W3. (22)

whereas for NICE S it has to be post-processed as

δαS =
1

2
arctan(

s2

s1
)− α0 (23)

where s1 and s2 are the �rst 2 components of the computed Stokes vector for the channel under
consideration. These values have to be compared to the measured value δαmeas. The mean over
the 3 used lines of sight, 3-5-7, of the errors |δαF −δαmeas| and |δαS−δαmeas| is plotted for the 4
shots on the left hand side of �gures 2, 3, 4, and 5. It appears clearly that globally the errors for
NICE S are lower than the errors for NICE F. This results is particularly striking since δαmeas
is the quantity directly involved in the polarimetry least square term of JF , the cost function for
NICE F, whereas it is not the case for NICE S where the measured Stokes vector is used instead
in JS .

The errors on ellipticity are shown on the right hand side of the same �gures. For NICE F
the ellipticity is approximated as

EF = −1

2
W1 or EF = −1

2
W2. (24)

depending on the initial Stokes vector, whereas for NICE S it is computed as

ES = tan(
1

2
arcsin(s3)) (25)

The same improvement is observed for NICE S compared to NICE F.
Figures 6 and 7 show the chord by chord time evolution of Faraday angle and ellipticity as

well as the relative errors for NICE F and S for shot 92394. In particular it can be observed that
the improvement on ellipticity in NICE S mainly results from chords 5 and 7 on which NICE F
does not perform well, whereas the relative errors for these chords in NICE S fall to the level of
what is obtained on chord 3.

3.3 Error bars on reconstructed pro�les

Figures 8, 9, 10, and 11 show the reconstructed p′ and ff ′ pro�les as well as their computed
error bars at one instant in time for each of the 4 shots. In NICE M functions A and B (hence
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10 Faugeras & Orsitto

p′ and ff ′) are forced to be 0 on the plasma boundary where ψN = 1. On the constrary in
NICE F and S this boundary value is left free. From these �gures the awaited fact that the use
of interferometry, polarimetry and pressure constraints in addition to magnetics decreases the
error bars, appears clearly. It also appears that the use of Stokes vector measurements instead
of classical Faraday measurements decreases the error bars in the central part of the plasma
(ψN ≤ 0.5). Even though the di�erences in the reconstructed pro�les in NICE F or NICE S are
not extremely important, the computed error bars are always lower for NICE S than for NICE
F and NICE M meaning that the equilibrium reconstruction is better constrained.

3.4 Fit to interferometry and polarimetry measurements

Since the EFIT codes are well-established and have been calibrated at JET for a long time,
we use them as a comparison to check our results. EFIT is always available while EFTM is
only available for selected time slices. EFTM uses MSE internal measurements and should thus
provide the best approximation to the plasma current density pro�le.

Although this is di�cult to quantify, in general the reconstructed pro�les from NICE M and
EFIT are quite similar as well as those from NICE S and EFTM. Figures 13, 14, 15 and 16
show the reconstructed p′, ff ′ and p, f pro�les for NICE M, F and S as well as for EFIT and
EFTF/EFTM when available. Table 3 shows the mean relative error on Faraday rotation angle.
Going from NICE F to S this error clearly decreases, dropping to levels close to EFTM. This
is very interesting since NICE S does not make use of all the MSE points used to constrain the
equilibrium in EFTM.

shot [time] NICE F NICE S EFTM
92394 [47] 0.202 0.101 0.072
92398 [47] 0.169 0.088 0.088
92436 [48] 0.151 0.092 0.081
92441 [50] 0.129 0.096 ×

Table 3: Mean relative errors on Faraday rotation angle (mean over used lines of sight: 3-5-7).

The identi�ed plasma boundary does not vary much between NICE M, F and S and is very
close from the plasma boundary given by EFIT. However we noticed that often the plasma
boundaries from EFTF and EFTM can di�er quite signi�cantly between them and from the one
given by EFIT. This behavior from EFTF and EFTM is questionable since the plasma boundary
should only depend on magnetic measurements. An example of these plasma boundaries is given
on Fig. (12) for shot 92398. The boundaries from EFTF and EFTM particularly di�er from the
others on the high low �eld side of the plasma.

Table 4 shows that the mean relative error on interferometry does not change signi�cantly
between NICE F and S, and stays below 4% for the 4 time slices and shots.

shot [time] NICE F NICE S
92394 [47] 0.022 0.020
92398 [47] 0.019 0.021
92436 [48] 0.015 0.040
92441 [50] 0.022 0.023

Table 4: Mean relative errors on interferometry (mean over used lines of sight: 2 to 8).

Table 5 shows the mean relative error on ellipticity. These are quite high for NICE F in which

Inria



Equilibrium reconstruction at JET using Stokes model for polarimetry 11

the computed ellipticity for the horizontal chords 5 and 7 in particular is much smaller than the
data (see �g 7). The errors are largely decreased in NICE S but however remain globally higher
than the errors on Faraday angles.

shot [time] NICE F NICE S
92394 [47] 0.663 0.276
92398 [47] 0.644 0.221
92436 [48] 0.645 0.314
92441 [50] 0.683 0.474

Table 5: Mean relative errors on ellipticity (mean over used lines of sight: 3-5-7). The errors
for NICE F are particularly high because of the ellipticity on chords 5 and 7

4 Conclusion

In this work we have presented the �rst application to real JET data of the new equilibrium code
NICE which enables the consistent resolution of the inverse equilibrium reconstruction problem
in the framework of non-linear free-boundary equilibrium coupled to the Stokes model equation
for polarimetry.

The conducted numerical experiments have enabled �rst of all to validate NICE by comparing
it to the well-estabished EFIT code on 4 selected high performance shots. Secondly the results
have indicated that the �t to polarimetry measurements clearly bene�ts from the use of Stokes
vector measurements compared to the classical case of Faraday measurements. The reconstructed
pro�les from NICE S have appeared to be better constrained than those from NICE M and F with
smaller error bars. Morevover they have appeared to be closer from the pro�les reconstructed
by EFTM the EFIT JET code using internal MSE constraints. This highlights the usefulness of
polarimetry measurements with their Stokes model representation in equilibrium reconstruction.
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Figure 1: Example of �nite element mesh used at JET. In black the limiter contour. In green
the 8 discretized interferometry and polarimetry lines of sight (numbered 1 to 4 for the vertical
ones from left to right, and 5 to 8 from bottom to top for the others).
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Figure 2: Shot 92394. Row 1: mean over the 3 used polarimetry lines of sight (3,5,7) of the
error between computed and measured Faraday angle (left) for NICE F (green) and NICE S
(red) and for the ellipticity (right). Row 2: same for the relative error.
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Figure 3: Shot 92398. Row 1: mean over the 3 used polarimetry lines of sight (3,5,7) of the
error between computed and measured Faraday angle (left) for NICE F (green) and NICE S
(red) and for the ellipticity (right). Row 2: same for the relative error.
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Figure 4: Shot 92436. Row 1: mean over the 3 used polarimetry lines of sight (3,5,7) of the
error between computed and measured Faraday angle (left) for NICE F (green) and NICE S
(red) and for the ellipticity (right). Row 2: same for the relative error.
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Figure 5: Shot 92441. Row 1: mean over the 3 used polarimetry lines of sight (3,5,7) of the
error between computed and measured Faraday angle (left) for NICE F (green) and NICE S
(red) and for the ellipticity (right). Row 2: same for the relative error.
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Figure 6: Shot 92394. Faraday angle. Measured (black), NICE F (green), NICE S (red).
Relative error for NICE F and S on second column. Line of sight 3-5-7 by row.
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Figure 7: Shot 92394. Ellipticity. Measured (black), NICE F (green), NICE S (red). Relative
error for NICE F and S on second column. Line of sight 3-5-7 by row.
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Figure 8: Shot 92394, time 47s. Reconstructed p′ (top left), ff ′ (top right) ± computed error
bars (dashed) pro�les. Blue (NICE M), green (NICE F), red (NICE S). The error bar pro�les
alone are shown on the bottom row.
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Figure 9: Shot 92398, time 47s. Reconstructed p′ (top left), ff ′ (top right) ± computed error
bars (dashed) pro�les. Blue (NICE M), green (NICE F), red (NICE S). The error bar pro�les
alone are shown on the bottom row.
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Figure 10: Shot 92436, time 48s. Reconstructed p′ (top left), ff ′ (top right) ± computed error
bars (dashed) pro�les. Blue (NICE M), green (NICE F), red (NICE S). The error bar pro�les
alone are shown on the bottom row.
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Figure 11: Shot 92441, time 50s. Reconstructed p′ (top left), ff ′ (top right) ± computed error
bars (dashed) pro�les. Blue (NICE M), green (NICE F), red (NICE S). The error bar pro�les
alone are shown on the bottom row.
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Figure 12: Shot 92398, time 47s. The 2d poloidal �ux map is shown for case M (magnetics
only). Also shown the plasma boundaries computed by NICE M (continuous blue), NICE F
(continuous green) and NICE S (continuous red), EFIT (dashed blue), EFTF (dashed green)
and EFTM (dashed red).
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Figure 13: Shot 92394, time 47s. p′, ff ′ (�rst row) and p, f (second row) reconstructed pro�les
as function of the normalized �ux ψN . NICE M (continuous blue), NICE F (continuous green)
and NICE S (continuous red), EFIT (dashed blue) and EFTM (dashed red).
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Figure 14: Shot 92398, time 47s. p′, ff ′ (�rst row) and p, f (second row) reconstructed pro�les
as function of the normalized �ux ψN . NICE M (continuous blue), NICE F (continuous green)
and NICE S (continuous red), EFIT (dashed blue) and EFTM (dashed red).
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Figure 15: Shot 92436, time 48s. p′, ff ′ (�rst row) and p, f (second row) reconstructed pro�les
as function of the normalized �ux ψN . NICE M (continuous blue), NICE F (continuous green)
and NICE S (continuous red), EFIT (dashed blue) and EFTM (dashed red).
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Figure 16: Shot 92441, time 50s. p′, ff ′ (�rst row) and p, f (second row) reconstructed pro�les
as function of the normalized �ux ψN . NICE M (continuous blue), NICE F (continuous green)
and NICE S (continuous red), EFIT (dashed blue) and EFTF (dashed green).
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